
We offer a wide range of specialist cleaning services from large contract cleans to small 'as needed' cleans. If there are any 
cleaning services you require not listed here please give us a call, if we don't do it we will know someone who can. 

Window Cleaning - We offer all the available access techniques for window cleaning this means we can give you the cleanest 
windows at the best price.

Confined Space Cleaning - If it's silos or lift shafts we can clean it, and provide before and after photographic evidence to 
give you peace of mind.

Industrial Pressure Washing - Whether it's concrete bricks or steelwork we can clean it using all the latest methods and 
equipment.

High Level Cleaning - From internal dust downs to external gutter cleaning we can get to those difficult to reach places 
safely. 

Atrium Cleaning - we are able to clean atrium glass and steelwork.

Guano Removal - we can safely remove and dispose of bird guano, also installing control methods.

Vegetation Control- Weeds or other uncontrolled plant growth not only make a building look untidy, their roots can intrude 
into building's structural exterior,s blocking water passage, splitting pipes and accelerating the rate at which exteriors and 
pipes need to be replaced.

Some of the specialized industrial rope access services we offer include: 
- Refurbishment works on high buildings and structures such as, sealing, cladding, painting and protective coatings
- The cleaning and maintenance of metal structures such as masts and large roofs structures 
- Cleaning the facades of office and industrial buildings irrespective of whether they are made of glass, stone, steel or wood 
- Installing bird deterrents such as ultra-sound, attested spikes, neting, pulsating sound signals
- Removing snow from roofs
- Emergency action such as dismantling and removing dangerous elements of roofs 
- Hanging advertisements, banners and skins
- Carrying out inspections and providing photographic/ film documentation of high structures and those with difficult access

ropeaccess@cableone.net

What is rope access? 
Rope access refers to a set of techniques where ropes and 
specialized hardware are used as the primary means of 
providing access and support to workers.  Generally a 
two-rope system is employed: the working rope supports 
the worker and the safety rope provides back-up fall 
protection. 

Why use rope access? 
Modern rope access equipment, techniques, and training 
can be combined to produce an exceptionally safe, 
versatile, efficient, and cost-effective way to solve vertical 
access problems. 


